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Conditioned Rates of Convergence in the CLT 
for Sums and Maximum Sums 
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Communicated by V. Saronov 
An interesting recent result of Landers and Rogge (1977, Ann. Probability 5, 
595-600) is investigated further. Rates of convergence in the conditioned central 
limit theorem are developed for partial sums and maximum partial sums, with 
positive mean and zero mean separately, of sequences of independent identically 
distributed random variables. As corollaries we obtain a conditioned central limit 
theorem for maximum partial sums both for positive and zero mean cases. 
1. 1NTR00uCT10~ 
Let {X,) be a sequence of iid random variables defined on the probability 
space (0, &, P) such that EX, =,u, Var X, = oz. Let S, = Cy= 1 Xi and 
3, = max , SjGn Sj. Furthermore, let s7-, denote the u-field generated by 
X 1 ,..., X,, k= 1,2 ,.... Renyi (1958) showed that for any B E J/ with 
P(B) > 0 
S, - w -<<II 
u(n)‘/* ’ 1 I -a(x) -10 as n+co. (1.1) 
Landers and Roggl (1977) gave a counter example demonstrating that there 
is no sequence 6, + co such that dud,(B) is bounded for each B E ST?‘. It is 
not surprising that rates of convergence of d,(B) depend on P(B). In this 
direction Landers and Rogge (1977) gave an interesting result and used it to 
give a direct proof of (1.1). 
The purpose of this note is to explore further the potential of the simple 
but elegant method of Landers and Rogge. In Section 2 we develop L ,- 
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bounds on the conditioned sums and use it along with the result of Landers 
and Rogge (1977), Theorem 1, to give series rates of convergence for the 
conditioned sums; thus the analogues of the work of Heyde (1967, 1975) are 
established. In Section 3 an inequality of the conditioned maximum sum, 
both when fl > 0 and ,u = 0, is established and subsequently used to give rates 
of convergence for conditioned maximum sums and as a corollary we prove 
that if p > 0 
Jn(B) = s”,p 
I[ 
S -np 
%<XlB 
o(n) 1 I -@(x) 40 as n+co, (1.2) 
for any B E &’ with P(B) > 0. Analogous result when ,u = 0 is also given, 
viz., for any B E d with P(B) > 0, 
d=,(B) = su,p ]Z’[g, < xcr(+* ] B ] - G(x)/ -+ 0 as n+co, (1.3) 
where G(x) = 2@(x) - 1, x > 0 and is 0 otherwise. Thus (1.2) and (1.3) 
establish analogues to (1.1) of Renyi (1958) and appear to be new. 
2. RESULTS CONCERNING PARTIAL SUMS 
For sake of completeness and future reference we start by stating 
Theorem 1 of Landers and Rogge (1977). 
THEOREM 2.1 [Landers and RoggC (1977)]. For all n > k 
sup P 
I 1 
S, - w 
x 4n) 
I/Z <xl& 
I I 
-W) 
<An-k + (2-l) 
where 
COROLLARY 2.2 [Landers and Rogge (1977)]. Zf d,= O(n-“I*), 
0 ( 6 < 1, then for each 2 < r < 2 + 6 there is a constant C, such that for all 
B E flk with P(B) > 0, 
[P(B)]“’ s”,p $$ < x I B] - ‘D(x) 1 Q C, (3 “*. P-2) 
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Remark 2.3. If ElX,1*+’ < co, then d,, = O(K~‘*), 0 < 6 < 1 and the 
corollary follows in this case. Also note that if 
L(x) = 1 Y’ dF(y) 
IYI >x 
and 
M(x) = ( y3 dF(y), 
I.vl <x 
then 
L(x) = 0(xp6), 0<6<1 
and in addition M(x) = O(l), whenever 6 = 1 are equivalent to d, = 
O(K~‘*), cf. Ibragimov (1966); thus they are also sufficient for 
Corollary 2.2 to hold. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If 
and 
‘S K’+~‘* A,, < co, 
El 
0<6< 1, 
: 
n=T+, 
k(n _ k)-3/2+s/2 < *, 
thenforeach 2<r<2+6 
c (n-k)- 
n=k+1 
1+~~*[~(~)1lb~~ 
for all B E Fk with P(B) > 0. 
Proof. Using Holder’s inequality with 2 < r < 2 + 6 we have (cf. Landers 
and Rogge (1977), p. 598) 
s;p 1 P[ S, < ax(n)“’ + n,u, B] - Q(x) P(B)1 
< [P(B)]’ - lir 11 sup ) P[S, < ox(n)“* + np I &] - Q(x)/ llr. (2.4) 
x 
But using Minkowisky’s inequality we get 
E”‘{s;p 1 P[S, < ox(+* + np I&] - Q(x)/}’ 
Q A,-, + C, 
E”rISk-kpl’ +c 
(n -k)“* (2.4) 
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where C, and C, are generic constants dependent on r. The result now 
follows from the assumptions of the corollary since sup, k-l’* 
E’/‘/S,-k/i/‘< 03. 
Remark 2.5. Heyde (1967) showed that E (X,1*+’ < co, 0 < 6 < 1 and 
EX; log( 1 + IX, I), 8 = 0 are both necessary and suffkient conditions for 
C,m,l n -lts’zAn ( 00, 0 Q 6 < 1, thus they are also sufficient for 
Corollary 2.4. While Lifshits (1976) showed that I,“, x’-~L(x) dx < co and 
s” x*-~M(x) dx ( co, for some x0 > 1, are necessary and suflicient 
cznditions for Cz= 1 n- I+“* A n < co, so they are also suffkient for the above 
corollary. 
Next, we give an L, version of Theorem 2.1 and use it to derive L, 
analogues of Corollaries 2.2 and 2.4. 
THEOREM 2.6. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, 
1 I -@P(x) dx 
IS,-@1 
GA,-,(l) + CI (n-k)~/~ + c2 (2.5) 
where C, and C, are generic constants and 
A,(l) = j- IP[S, < a(n)” + np] - @(x)1 dx, n = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that p= 0 and c’= 1. Let 
T,,k = C;zk+, Xi. Thus 
IW, < x(n)“-* I %I < IP[S,, <Y@ - k)“’ Is”,1 - @(Y)I 
+ I @(Y) - @(xl, (2.6) 
where y = (n/(n - k)) r”x = (1 + k/(n - k))“‘x. Thus as in Landers and 
Rogge (1977), 
j- (@ (x (I + A)“*) -@(xl / dx
[(~)“2-I]~~x~e~xz~2dx,<C2(~). (2.7) 
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Also note that 
where F,(w) = P[S,, < w] = I,2 ,... . Hence we have 
= (q”*J 
ip[s,, < Y(n - k)“* t Fk] - @z(Y)1 dy 
= (q)l”j- / Fn-k (Y-(n-“;;,,,2) -@(Y)I dy 
G(q)“* j4d)+/I @(Y-&,,2) -8(y)J &I 
P-8) 
(2.9) 
iski 
~drr-k(l)+C,tn-ky,” 
since (n - k)/n < 1 and for any real number E, 
1 I@(x+e)-@(x)Idx<C[e). 
The proof is complete. 
The following two corollaries follow directly from Theorem 2.6. 
COROLLARY 2.7. If d,(l)= O(n-“*), 0 < 6 < 1, then under the 
conditions of Corollary 2.2, 
[+)I”” J 1 P [ $$kx 1 B] - ‘B(x) 1 dy < C, (3 “‘. (2.10) 
COROLLARY 2.8. If 
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then under the conditionsof Corollary 2.4 
2 (n-k)-‘+S’2[P(B)]1”( 1 P[~<xlB] 4(x)( dx< 00. 
n=k+l 
Remark 2.9. Ibragimov (1966) showed that L(x) = 0(x-“), 0 < 6 < 1 
and in addition M(x) = O(l), 6 = 1 are both necessary and sufficient 
conditions for d,(l) = O(n-P’2), 0 ( 6 < 1, thus they are also sufficient for 
Corollary 2.7 to hold. Also, Heyde (1975) proved that E (X,(*+‘, 0 < 6 < 1 
and EX: log(1 + IX, I) < co, 6 = 0 are both necessary and suffkient 
conditions for CzS1 n -r+s’2d,(l) < co, thus they are also sufficient for 
Corollary 2.8 to hold. Note also that combining Corollaries 2.2 and 2.7 (2.4 
and 2.8) one can establish an upper bound for the L,-version for p E [ 1, co]. 
3. MAXIMUM PARTIAL SUMS 
There are two cases to consider here, viz., ~1 > 0 and p = 0. Recall the 
definition of T,,k and set Fn.k = maxkcjGn Tj,k. Note that 
$,, = max{$k, g,+,}, (3.1) 
where g,,, = lllaXkcjGn Sj. But I!?,,, = maXk<jGn(Sk -k Tj,k) = Sk + F,,.k. 
THEOREM 3.1. If ,u > 0, then for any real x, 
1 I - @cx) IS,-s1I < d71-k + ‘1 cn _ k),,’ + ‘2 
+ {p[gk > xo(fl)‘* + n,d 1 flk] - Q(x)}, (3.2) 
ii” = sup P 
x I [ S -np +<x o(n) I I -@(xl 9 n = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. Let y, = ux(n)“* + n,~. Thus 
PI% <Y,l = p1 max{sky @k + ‘“.k>} < Ynl 
=p[sk <<y,Y sk + m,k <Y,]* 
Let A,,, = {Sk < y,}. Therefore, A,,, E Fk and we have, 
P[% <Y, 131 =p[sk+ Tn,k<Yn b+%‘h,klP&t.kIgkl 
= p[sk + Tn,k < Yn 161 zA..,* 
(3.3) 
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Hence 
IPE, <?‘,I 1x1 - @(x)1 
< IPlSk + C.k GY” I41 - @(XII IA,.& + (1 -L,.J I @(XI (3.4) 
,< (P[S, + T”.k GY, 1 L&l - @(x)1 + P[& > cJx(ny2 + w 1-1 @(x>. 
Let us evaluate the first term in the upper bound of (3.4). 
w,,., GY,, I~~1 - @(XI 
(3.5) 
where z,*~ = x(n/(n - k))“’ - ((Sk - kp)/a(n - k)“‘). The first term in the 
upper bound of (3.5) is less than or equal to JR-k while the second term is 
bounded above by 
-@(+g*‘2)l+IQ(x(~)“2) -@(XI/ 
<c Isk-k~i +c 
’ a(n - k)“’ 
as shown by Landers and Roggk (1977). Thus the proof is complete 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf J,, = O(n-b’2), 0 < 6 < 1, then for every 
2 < r < 2 + 6 there is a constant C, such that for all B E Xk with P(B) > 0, 
+<xia] -@(x)1 <cr( ;) “’ (3.6) 
Proof Note that for any real x, 
(3.7) 
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Using Theorem 3.1 and Minkowisky’s inequality we get r 
E 1/r 
!I [ 
p s, - w  
-SxI.q$ -Q(x) 
u(n)“* 1 II 
s&-, + c, 
E”‘ISk-kpIr + C n 
(n - k)“* C-J 2 n-k 
+ E1”{PISk 2 ox(n)“’ + np ( .Rk] Q(x)}’ 
Q C,(n - k)-“‘* + C, (gJ’+c1(&) (3.8) 
+ {P[S, > ux(n)“* + np]}“r @p(x) 
k a/* 
SC, ; 
0 
+ {P[S, > ox(n)“’ + np]]l’(z+s) Q(x) 
SC, (x)“*+ (X) SC, (g”“, 
since if x > 0, 
(P[S, > np + ~x(n)~~*]}~(*+~) Q(x) S {P[S, > np]}1”2+s’ 
SC, (~)““‘CC,(~), 
while if -,u(n)“*/2o < x < 0, then 
{P[S, > np + ax(n)“‘]) ‘~‘+“qx)<]P[s&~]~ 1’2+s 
and finally if x < -p(n)“*/2o, then {P[s, > np + ux(n)1’2])“z+s Q(x) < 
Q(x) < 4P(-p(n)“‘/2a) = O(ne3’*) = O(k/n). 
Using similar argument we can prove the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Ifczl n -1+S’2~~(~,0~6<1,andif 
nz$+, k(n - k)-3’2f6’2 < 00, 
then for any B E Fk, with P(B) > 0, and some 2 < r & 2 f 6 
1+*‘2[P(B)]1’r s”,p $<x, B] - @(x)1 < co. (3.9) 
683/I l/l-4 
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Remark 3.4. Ahmad and Basu (1980) showed that if dz = O(n-*“), 
0 < 6< 1, then z,, = O(n-“‘); thus if E IX,12+6 < co, then A,, = O(n-“*) 
and Corollary 3.2 follows. They also showed that if CF!, n-l+“* A, < 00, 
O<J< 1, then Cp=,n- 
conditions, E (X, I*+’ 
” “* z,, < 00 and again using the Heyde’s 1967) 
<co,O<6<1andE(X~(log(l+(X,()<co,6=Oor 
Lifshits’ (1976) conditions Ix”, x’-~L(x) dx < co and jz x2-‘M(x) dx < co, 
for some x,, > 1 Corollary 3.3 follows. Next we present corresponding results 
for the case fi= 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf ,u = 0, then for all real x, 
SP 
---+-43, -G(x) 
44 I I 
(3.10) 
where d=, = supX 1 P[$, < xu(n)U2] - G(x)l, G(x) = 2@(x) - 1, x > 0. 
ProoJ: Understanding the similarity with the case p > 0 we shall be brief. 
1 P[gn < ox(n)“*p I&] - G(x)/ 
- 
+ ~G(v,,,)-G(x($)“*)/ 
(3.12) 
where v k,n = x(n/(n - k))“* - (S,/o(n - k)“*). Note that since ( G(a) - 
G@)l = 2 1 @(a) - @(/?)I, the conclusion follows as in Theorem 3.1. 
The following two Corollaries are the ,u = 0 analogues to Corollaries 3.2 
and 3.3 above and are proved in exactly the same way. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Zf d=, = O(n-“‘*), 0 < 6 < 1, then under the conditions 
of Corollary 3.1, for all B E Yk with P(B) > 0, and some 2 < r < 2 + 6, 
-&x[B] -G(x)1 <+)““. (3.13) 
COROLLARY 3.7. Zf Cg=, n-lf6/* d=, < 03, 0<6<1, and if 
Czzk+, k(n - k)-3’2+S’2 < CD, then under the conditions of Corollary 3.2, 
for all B E Yk with P(B) > 0, and some 2 < r < 2 + 6, 
.=T+’ (n-k)-‘+*‘*[P(B)ll”sup j P[&&x,B] -G(x)1 < 00. (3.14) x 
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Remark 3.8. Note that Nageav (1970) showed that if E 1X,j3 < 00 then 
d=, = O(n- I”), his argument can be extended to show that if E (X,(‘+” < 00, 
then z,, = O(n-“‘2), 0 < 6 < 1. Thus Corollay 3.7 is valid if E/XI’+’ < 03, 
0 ( 6 < 1. There are no known sufficient or necessary and sufficient 
condition for CF=, n- ‘+8’2d=< al, 0<6 < 1. 
Remark 3.9. Using argument similar to Corollary 3 of Landers and 
Rogge (1977) and either our Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 3.6 in place of their 
Theorem 1 we can show that if B E S! with P(B) > 0, then 
lim P 
n-cc [ 
s --n/t 
+<q =@(x>, 
o(n) I 
if P > 0, (3.15) 
and 
lim P 
s 
-+&xl B = G(x), 
0) 1 if p = 0. n-rcc (3.16) 
Details are left to the interested reader. 
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